.tirol WHOIS-Policy

This policy is based on Austrian legislation. In case of doubt the German version of this policy is in force.
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1 Processing of personal data
By registration of a domain and acceptance of the General Terms and Conditions for
Registration of .tirol Domains ("General Terms and Conditions") the applicant authorises
the registry to process personal and other data required for operation of the .tirol domain
system. The applicant expressly agrees that the registry will use the data for operation of
the system and for the WHOIS functions and that it will also forward the same to authorised
persons in accordance with the ICANN Rules applicable from time to time. In this respect
see also Clause 2.2 of the General Terms and Conditions of punkt Tirol GmbH.
Specific fields will be verified in the course of registration.
The applicant is entitled to access his personal data and have corrected errors, if any.
The applicant is obliged to fill in the fields stated in Clause 2 truly and must immediately
inform the registry about any changes in his name, address, email address, phone or fax
number. Any omission or delay in informing the registry about such changes may lead to
termination of the registration contract.

2

Information collected for use

The following data will be stored:

domain name

registrant name

domain ID

registrant organisation

WHOIS server

registrant street

allocated URL

registrant town or city

update date

registrant province

date of preparation

registrant postal code/ZIP code

date of expiry

registrant country

registrar in charge

registrant phone number

registrar IANA ID

registrant phone extension

domain status clientDelete

registrant fax number

domain status clientRenew

registrant fax extension

domain status clientTransfer

registrant email address

domain status serverUpdate

Admin ID

registrant ID

Admin name
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Admin organisation

Tech street

Admin street

Tech town or city

Admin town or city

Tech province

Admin province

Tech postal code/ZIP code

Admin postal code/ZIP code

Tech country

Admin country

Tech phone number

Admin phone number

Tech phone extension

Admin phone extension

Tech fax number

Admin fax number

Tech fax extension

Admin fax extension

Tech email address

Admin email address

Name server # 1

Tech ID

Name server # 2

Tech name

DNSSEC

Tech organisation

DNSSEC

The details must be those of the registrant. Registration via a trustee is not permitted.

3 WHOIS search function
3.1 Introduction
According to the ICANN Rules the registry must provide for a WHOIS search function,
where, by entering a .tirol domain, information on the administrative and technical
contacts responsible for managing the domain will be shown. Upon registration of a
domain the details listed in Clause 2 will be published in the WHOIS database.
By going to the website of the registry and entering the domain in the WHOIS search
function information about the domain and the registrant can be retrieved in
accordance with the rules described below.

3.2

Purpose

The purpose of the WHOIS database is to provide information about the technical and
administrative contacts responsible for managing the relevant .tirol domain that is as
accurate and up-to-date as possible.
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3.3

Identification of natural and legal persons; mandatory

fields
For registration of a .tirol domain the listed details must be provided via an authorised
.tirol registrar (RAA2013). Mandatory fields will be marked as such by the 2013RAA
registrars and must be filled in.
For the name of the registrant there are two fields: the "name" field and the
"organisation" field. Either both fields or only the "name" field may be filled in. If only
the first field is filled in, it will be assumed that the registration is in the name of a
private individual (natural person).
If the "organisation" field is filled in, it will be assumed that the registrant is a business.

3.4

Information published in the WHOIS database

All applicants must expressly accept the General Terms and Conditions, by which the
applicant authorises the registry to publish personal data as stated in Clause 2.

3.5

Prevention of abuse of WHOIS data

The stored WHOIS data of the registry is protected by law. It shall only be used for
technical or administrative requirements of internet operation and must not be stored
electronically or in any other way without explicit written approval. In particular, use for
advertising or similar purposes is strictly prohibited.
To prevent abuse of personal data made available in the Web-based WHOIS search
function the registry will proceed as follows:



Any person who starts a WHOIS search will be given an automatically
generated random code, which the person must enter before s/he will receive
the answer to her/his query. Provision of the code in the form of an image
instead of in text form (CAPTCHA) prevents easy automation of the system
for the purpose of data mining.



No search functions for several criteria or other search functions to search for
names, email addresses, addresses, fax numbers or phone numbers will be
supported.
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Any person who starts a WHOIS search must first of all read and agree to the
"WHOIS Legal Statement and Terms and Conditions". They inform the user
about the fact that:



the WHOIS services are provided for information purposes only;



by starting a search the user agrees not to use the information for the
following purposes: permitting, enabling or otherwise supporting transmission
of unsolicited commercial advertising or other unsolicited correspondence, be
it via email or in any other way; any kind of advertising or any harassment of
the registrant by sending messages to him.

4 Copyright to the database
The .tirol WHOIS database is a database that is protected by copyright. Until further
notice the internet community is provided with the option to search for specific
domains free of charge. Punkt Tirol GmbH holds the sole right to reproduce, distribute,
transmit or publish the database or parts thereof.
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